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To mark his first year in residence Departure Arts Centre Alastair John Gordon presented a series of 8 paintings and 4 drawings. taking the speculative histories of the building as a starting point.

Danish Departed is curated by Geraint Evans, artist and lecturer on the MFA programme at Wimbledon College of Art. A publication will accompany the exhibition with text by Evans and Gary Haines, local history author, writer and currently archivist at the Whitechapel Gallery.

Gordon has worked closely with members of the local community and Tower Hamlets archive to uncover previously unrecorded stories about the prior occupants of the building, formerly the Danish Seaman’s Church. In his research Gordon found that anecdotal histories about the sailors seemed clash with and contradict certain archived evidence. In a similar way the paintings began to render fictitious artifacts alongside genuine objects, making new histories of their own. Nautical charts and letters to the sailors appear as taped to wooden panels like an amateur archive or cabin notice board. Fragments of decommissioned ships hover like religious relics and objects belonging to the sailors appear at first three-dimensional then later revealed as illusion. 

Gordon borrows from the trompe l’oeil traditions of painting to give the pretence of artifice. Certain questions emerge about the nature of representation and the dichotomous relationships between the authentic and fake, real and hyperreal, and the speculative nature of anecdotal history itself.

Alastair John Gordon is artist-in-residence for Departure. b.1978. Previous solo exhibitions this year include Strike at Carmelite Cafe, The Nunnery in Bow and I (Heart) Leith at Leith School of Art, Edinburgh. Collections include Landmark plc (UK), Ahmanson Collection (USA) and Royal Bank of Scotland Collection. BA Fine Art (Hons) from Glasgow School of Art, 2002 and MA Fine Arts from Wimbledon School of Art, 2012. Previous residencies include Carmelite Café with the Bow Arts Trust 2012, Leith School of Art, Edinburgh 2011 and European Leadership Forum, Hungary 2011.

Danish Departed opens 30 September until 7 November. 


